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SB Pro PE 4.0 (Full Release) 
Version History and Release Notes 

 
This is a new version of SB Pro PE (neither patch nor upgrade) – so don’t install 
it willy-nilly over an existing version. This Steel Beasts version is intended to 
be installed separately. We strongly suggest uninstalling previous versions of 
Steel Beasts Pro PE and the CodeMeter runtime software before installing it! 
To make sure that there are no leftovers from even older installations, we rec-
ommend using the Windows System Settings’ “Add/Remove Programs” utility. 
 
Note: This version will not run without an existing license for Steel 

Beasts Pro PE 4.0! 
 Steel Beasts Pro PE 4.0 is 64 bit only! 

 
Licenses may be purchased from the eSim Games web store (for details, see 
below): http://www.eSimGames.com/purchase.htm  
 

The Edge browser has been reported to fail with license activations; 
we recommend using a different browser when visiting the WebDe-
pot to claim your license ticket. 

 
This is a preliminary document to complement the version 3.0 User’s Manual 
until a version 4.0 User’s Manual will go into print – probably in December 
2016. Notice the hints in this document for opportunities to win free license 
upgrades, and one of ten one-year licenses. This first version of the document 
does not support full-text search in contest-related parts… 
You’ll have to read them. 
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Hardware recommendations 
 
SB Pro PE 4.0 requires a 64 bit Windows version, starting with Windows 9 or 
higher. 
Downloading, unpacking the self-extracting archive and immediate installation 
requires up to approximately 12.5GByte harddisk space temporarily. Of these, 
Steel Beasts will claim about six GByte free harddisk space permanently; the 
rest may be freed up through deletion and/or burning the installation files to 
DVD. 
We recommend a 2.5GHz multi-core CPU (faster is better), 8GByte RAM 
(16…32 recommended for high resolution map conversions), 1GByte video 
RAM, and generally a DirectX 9.0c graphics card supporting Shader Model 3.0. 
Mouse, keyboard, and monitor are mandatory. A sound card and internet con-
nection are strongly recommended. Joysticks and selected control handle repli-
cas are supported. 
 
DirectX 9.0c is included; it is however possible to download a separate install-
er: 
http://www.microsoft.com/en-
us/download/dlx/default.aspx?id=34429&ei=0Hs3UtGDKcXkswbW5IHYAw&usg=AFQjCNGKhzc4TZBLmW2nMmdu_EbBHePwK
A&bvm=bv.52164340,d.Yms  

 
Anti-Virus software has in the past been a source of trouble for 
some. If an installation fails on the first try, the next step should be 
to disable the AV program during the installation. Note that some 
AV programs only pretend to shut down, but a service (or the exe-
cutable itself) remains listed as active in the task or in the services 
list. 	
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Installation 
Steel Beasts uses an installer which can change the Windows Group Policies 
(access privileges) of the folder containing all the map data of SB Pro. If you do 
not want other users on your computer to use the Map Editor you may want to 
restrict access to the following folder again: 
C:\ProgramData\eSim Games\Steel Beasts\maps 

A popular suggestion in internet forums – one, which eSim Games does not 
recommend – is to right-click the SBProPEcm.exe in the ..\Release folder of the 
Steel Beasts installation, open the Properties dialog box, and in the “Compati-
bility” tab to select the option to “Run the program as Administrator” – or to run the setup 
program in the security context of an administrator account. We went at 
lengths to make sure that this breach of IT security is not necessary. 
This installer includes the CodeMeter runtime version 6.30. 

Time-limited licenses 
Since version 3.0 eSim Games offers a software rental option. This option is 
primarily aimed at users who do not already own a CodeMeter USB stick. Time-
limited licenses are issued for one, four, and twelve months respectively: 

 Licenses are bound to the computer on which they are installed. 
 Only one license can be installed per computer. Activating multiple li-

censes on the same computer will only extend the duration of the single 
license, not add multiple licenses to the same computer. For example, if 
you buy a four-month and a one-month license, activating both will re-
sult in one license valid for five months. 

 There is no automatic renewal of licenses; it is not a subscription fee 
that requires termination. Instead a warning will appear on program 
start if the license is about to expire (or if it already has expired). 

 Licenses that have been purchased need not necessarily be activated 
immediately. You may buy five licenses but activate only one at a time if 
you wish. You just need to save the email with the ticket URL for future 
reference. 
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Online Support & Documentation 
Experienced users of Steel Beasts Pro PE may already visit the official fan page 
www.SteelBeasts.com with regularity. If you are reading this, and haven’t been there 
yet, we strongly recommend that you do so. Whether you like discussion 
boards or not, its integrated search function may yield valuable information. 
An important part of the site, though less immediately visible, is the collective 
effort to maintain an online documentation, the Steel Beasts Wiki: 
http://www.steelbeasts.com/sbwiki/index.php/Main_Page  
Even without access to the internet there is a serious amount of documentation 
included with Steel Beasts itself (although a current version of the User’s Man-
ual can only be supplied with the next update, currently scheduled for Decem-
ber 2016 (as of this writing — Aug. 8, 2016). 
This additional information can be found in a subdirectory of the Steel Beasts 
program group of the Windows Start Menu (curse you, Windows 8!), incidentally 
named “Documents”; apparently it’s still one of the best kept open secrets since 
about August 2000. It contains a PDF of the User’s Manual and other ancillary in-
formation, e.g. the US Field Manual 101-5-1 about tactical signs and military map 
symbology as used in Steel Beasts. 
News about Steel Beasts will usually be published first in the forum of the fan 
site, and also on eSim Games’ homepage www.eSimGames.com which you may want 
to check out occasionally. 
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User Interface Changes 
Generally, a lot of changes have been made since version 3.0 to give the user a wider span 
of control over dismounted infantry. The eye view now lists all elements of a mechanized 
platoon – both vehicles and organic infantry, down to infantry teams. This allows to direct 
squads in very much the same way as individual vehicles in a platoon, including commands 
to apply suppressive area fire, to target (moving) units, and more. To open the command 
menu simply left-click the sub-unit’s tactical icon in the lower right hand corner. 

Overhead View 
An option was added to in the Mission Editor enabling a bird’s eye view of the battlefield 
for the user at regular runtime (previously possible only for Instructor Host mode, or while 
testing a scenario). To access the view (if available), press F8 while already being in the 
external observer’s position. Holding the right mouse button allows adjusting the camera 
angle, the mouse wheel or the regular “up” and “down” hotkeys will set the camera eleva-
tion. 
Note that the “fog of war” is maintained in this view; enemy units that have not been spot-
ted by computer-controlled units will remain invisible to the player even if his elevated 
camera position has line of sight. 

Infantry 
Dismounting mech platoons will now form a platoon command section of four, including 
the platoon commander, the platoon sergeant, and a medic. This medic can be sent to 
squad locations where casualties occurred, with a substantial chance to restore the casualty 
back into fighting condition. 
Infantry squads will now generally apply first aid with a chance to revive casualties; de-
pending on the troops’ assigned quality level (see Mission Editor) the chance ranges from 
“minimal” to “not so great, but noticeable”. The platoon medic always has a much better 
chance. 
The ‘Shoot at unit’ command has now a hotkey, which by default is ‘T’. 
Formations, Movement, and Pathfinding 
'Column' and 'Line' formation hotkeys now also work for infantry units. There is now also an 
(by default unmapped) 'Dual Column' hotkey. Both Line and Dual Column formations will be 
staggered for a more realistic dispersion of troops. 
All 'weapon teams' may now use all movement modes (crawling/sprinting/etc); however 
their movement speeds and stamina will be restricted. 
On pressing 'W' to command a weapon teams with already disassembled weapons to start 
moving the soldiers will use a walking rather than a crawling posture. 
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Infantry will now dismount vehicles running. Dismounts should get up less often now, mak-
ing the whack-a-mole game a bit harder. 
The assembly/disassembly order has been improved in some cases (AT-3, AT-4, BILL, Mi-
lan, TOW, mortar) to reduce the number of floating components. 
Civilians 
Civilians created without a weapon start in ‘standing’ posture 
 Fixed a bug preventing the "Suppress At..." command to work for armed civilians 
 Fixed bugs making civilians refuse to crawl on the ground if manually commanded to 

do so (but would rather stand up) 

Engineers 
Added the "Engineer team" infantry type. They are equipped for breaching a range of ob-
stacles; they can sweep lanes for mines, and will automatically defuse IEDs while doing so. 
'Engineer' infantry squads may be split into teams. 
Engineer infantry will now mark defused IEDs and Claymores. 
Gun Artwork 
Added the AK-5C assault rifle model. This is used with the 'SE' camo type. 
Adjusted the RPG-7s so that they have a booster effect. 
The MG3 guns for all combatants but the Centauro will now be using the 'ground' front and 
rear aim posts (the Centauro will keep using the 'Air' ones). Note however that the gunner's 
POV remains unchanged (aligned to the 'Air' sights so that actual aiming using the 'ground' 
sights will be more challenging. 
Fixed a bug where the equipment of 'weapon team' soldiers would only be displayed while 
they were moving, not while being stationary. 
Heavy Machine Gun Teams 
Added MG3-HMG (tripod, sights) 
By using the 'toggle reticle' hotkey ('R' by default) the MG3-HMG gunner may toggle the reticle 

illumination. 
Light Machine Gun Teams 
LMG teams are defined as MG teams with a bipod supported weapon, not by ammunition 
caliber. Some teams (e.g. M60E) will carry 200 rds ready and 400 stored, while others (PKM) 
will carry 100rds ready, 500 stored, or even just 50 rounds ready (MG3). 
Missile Teams 
AT-3 Sagger, AT-4 Spigot, Milan: Changed gun data so that soldiers will now setup the 
weapon while laying down. 
Corrected the ATGM assigned to the US1990 soldiers. 
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Added the Dragon ATGM as a new optional weapon type for the missile team. 
RPG Teams 
Corrected the default RPG assigned to the US1990,2000 and KR2000 soldiers. 
Sniper Teams 
With version 4.0 sniper teams are added to Steel Beasts Pro PE; you may occupy the observ-
er’s position and designate targets to the (computer-controlled) shooter. In addition, snip-
ers will automatically engage (only) non-vehicle targets that have been designated as “High 
Value Targets” in the Mission Editor. 
The sniper teams’ Ammunition dialog implicitly sets the weapon equipment. Engagement 
ranges are listed for man-sized targets. 

o M2 Barrett (cal .50) 
o TRG-42 (.338 Lapua Magnum) 
o Dragunov (7.62mm x 54R) 
o M24 (.300 Winchester) (insufficient squinting may fool you into seeing a TRG-42) 
o G3 with scope (7.62mm x 51) (too intensive staring may make it look like a Dragunov) 

Character Artwork 
Vehicle crews will only use custom selections of appearance if they are configured to be 
‘general infantry'. Vehicle with 'specialist crews' require a separate, explicit override (use 
'Set look for crews' option in the Mission Editor). 
Generic crew textures for various different nationalities were added, including North Korean 
infantry, several Israeli nationality textures, and a 1970s US and 'Soviet Russian' soldier, as 
well as a non-camo face texture for the USSR soldier. The latter will be the new default for 
the 'red' side in SB  Pro PE. 
Use better looking stand and walk animations for the weapons teams 
The various AFV crewman meshes (US/DE/RU style) can now be assigned to infantry and 
civilian characters. Note that one limitation is that they will only use the AK47 rifle. 

Buildings 
Updated all buildings’ maximum occupancy parameter. Buildings will now be limited to 
capacities divisible by two (0, 2, 4, 6, 8, 12, 16...) increasing the chances that infantry will 
deem a nearby building suitable to take up positions there. Some buildings are still at a low 
capacity of just two or four soldiers. The very small ones may only be taken by small teams 
like snipers. Four-position huts are intended for team sized units to prevent unintentional 
overcrowding. This should help avoiding micromanagement and helps computer-controlled 
units to disperse better. 
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Note: Infantry units usually refuse to enter a building only because the capacity is too 
low, or because some positions have already been taken by some other unit 
(friend, or foe). 

When ordered to take position in a building, the SB Pro will now show how many firing po-
sitions in the target building are still vacant. Waypoints may now be placed directly on a 
building in the map view to let infantry take up positions inside. In the past the battleposi-
tion marker had to be outside of the building, which was counterintuitive. 
In the Mission Editor and in the Planning Phase it is now possible to set user preferences for 
default behaviors – both for movement routes and for behavior in buildings depending on 
the chosen waypoint tactics. 

Hotkeys 
'Extended keys' (the INS, DEL, HOME, END, PAGE UP, PAGE DOWN, and arrow keys in the 
clusters to the left of the numeric keypad) will now be referenced correctly in the 'hotkey 
configuration' dialog – in previous Steel Beasts versions they were confusingly identified as 
Numpad keys. Also, we localized the names of the 'Shift', 'Ctrl' and 'Pause' keys. 

Road Leveling 
In SB Pro version 4.0 just-in-time, low-resolution 'road leveling' is applied automatically 
whenever the scenario is being loaded; it does however not change the source files. The 
process is fast and usually delivers reasonable results. 

Depth of Focus (DOF) for Thermal Imagers 
Revised focus handling for vehicle TIS. (excluding RWS). All thermal sights will now appear 
more blurry and require focal adjustment. To simplify things, in the Personal Edition there 
is but a single hotkey to adjust the focus named "Focus Imaging System" which defaults to 
(Num Del (Decimal)). In addition the image may be adjusted by holding ALT and scrolling the 
mouse wheel. 
Press the hotkey once to adjust the image to the object in the center of the crosshairs. 
Note that on some vehicles, e.g. the CV90/35, a permanent autofocus is active, obviating 
the need for manual adjustments. 

Map Screen 
Formation Handling 
It is now possible to assign multiple (up to 240) units to “preset groups” – e.g. a company 
team. It is then possible at runtime to enter a New group route that will automatically get cop-
ied over to all other members of that preset group; the first route leg is always on hold to 
allow individual route adjustments before then a “group proceed” command can be given. 
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Groups can be composed at runtime (both Planning and Execution Phase) while in the map 
screen, System menu, Edit preset groups. This will open a dialog box listing all units owned by 
the individual player which he can the move into his groups. Every unit can be member of 
only one of the up to six preset groups. 
Other 
The battleposition icons now support text labels. 
The map view may now show a relief map shading effect (if so enabled in the MISSION EDI-
TOR). Irrespective of the per-scenario settings this option is always available in the MISSION 
EDITOR, and in the AAR mode. 
The waypoint/battle position context menus have been unified (i.e. always showing "For-
mation" and "Spacing" menus now). 
High-tension power lines are now shown on the map. They appear as solid lines featuring 
ticks at the position of power pylons (the ticks will disappear at low zoom levels). 
Fuel supply vehicles will now also display a supply radius indication for each individual ve-
hicle (in configurations supporting such a display). 
Legacy SB1-style anti-tank ditch objects are no longer rendered in the map screen. 

Multiplayer 
A “remote screenshot” functionality for session hosts was added: While in the map screen, 
the session host may now access a new top-level menu "screen capture". It lists all players 
in the current network session. 
By selecting an entry a screenshot will be taken at the client (Steel Beasts window only, not 
the whole desktop) and sent to the host. Its file format is always JPG, irrespective of the 
normal screenshot settings, to preserve network bandwidth. 
These screenshots will be saved on the host’s usual screenshot directory, with an additional 
"Remote" subfolder. Screenshots will be named as usual, with the addition of the client 
name. Example: <screenshot folder>\mm-dd-yy\Remote\SS_<clientname>_HH_mm_ss.jpg 
When hosting an online session, the 'remove' button will be hidden if the marked player is 
the host (which cannot be removed!). 
In addition the list of combatants will be switched to read only if any player but the host is 
selected. 
"Package loss" is an additional metric shown with the frame rate counter overlay. 
FPS/memory info overlay enhancements: the overlay will now stay active even if the network 
is considered "overloaded". Additionally, on the host, the overlay will now show ping time 
and bandwidth in/out usage for the individual clients. 
Fixed a problem allowing clients to still join a session even after the Host had already start-
ed the loading process … or which could deny clients to join a session when the ‘join mission 

in progress’ wizard was in use. 
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Nav Meshes 
Version 3.0 nav meshes are invalid and will be ignored. We recommend opening old sce-
narios in the Mission Editor, to add a new nav mesh, and then to save the file. Nav mesh 
generation is now much faster than in previous versions, and should generally yield a better 
quality too. The SB Navmesh Builder is at the moment without function (…but will come back 
with the high-res terrain engine, ca. Q1/2017). 
Note that “a nav mesh” now actually comprises of several nav meshes – one for infantry and 
one (or more) for vehicles. Infantry nav meshes will ignore certain types of obstacles such 
as hedges, fences, and smaller walls because they can be climbed; infantry will “diffuse 
through” these obstacles for lack of detailed climb/crawl/jump/equipment handling anima-
tions. 
Vehicles will attempt to honor light obstacles but may still crush them if driven manually (or 
by accident) if the vehicle is massive, and the obstacle is not. 
All road types have now “travel costs” applied to them, favoring (somewhat) longer routes 
on multi-lane roads over narrow roads and forest service trails. If you want to force the use 
of secondary roads while entering a new route, click more often to set manual waypoints. 

General Changes 
You may hold the Shift key in the main menu when clicking the Map Editor or the Mission 
Editor to be immediately prompted for the file to open and edit. This can save time other-
wise wasted to load a blank file; Alt+click (on the Mission Editor menu item) opens an exist-
ing scenario file in test mode.  
 
The AAR now records the state of the vehicle crew, ie whether they're inside the vehicle, 
peeking out of the hatch or all the way out of the hatch. 
The crew hatch positions are assumed to be coupled to the crew state (which might not 
100% conform to what happened in the scenario but was judged to be 'close enough'); if a 
crewmember is all the way in the hatch it will be shown as closed. For the CDR, the 'open 
protected' position will be shown if he was just peeking out of the hatch and the 'all the way 
open' position if he is completely out of the hatch. 
Also recorded are the position of the troop hatches and troop doors; as currently in the 
execution phase, an open troop hatch implies infantry looking out of that hatch. 
Old AARs will of course still work; for them all crews should be in the BUTTONED position, 
all crew hatches hence be closed and troop doors and hatches likewise closed. 
 
Any changes to connected input devices (like joysticks) will no longer be automatically 
picked up but require the user to enter the 'Controls' dialog and to press the 'Refresh Joy-
sticks' button. Doing it this way will hopefully reduce the occurrence of application crashes 
in the (Windows) joystick device handling code whenever such changes occur. 
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Also increased the size of the 'Press a hotkey' notification message and made that message 
actually configurable. 
 
Every (military) vehicle may now tow any other (military) vehicle – except helicopters. They 
must however move closer to the target vehicle (no winch, just fixed length cables), it takes 
longer to hitch (and disconnect) a target, and the towing vehicle must be of the same or 
higher weight class. At the moment there are also unresolved issues connecting a target 
vehicle to the front of the towing tank – it works … but it doesn’t look pretty. 
 
A few more status messages have been created to complement the various progress bars, 
giving you (hopefully) a better idea about what is going on. 
The user can now paste text into 'editbox' controls by right-clicking the mouse while the 
input focus is set to this control (note that the 'Ctrl-V' hotkeys remain functional of course). 
Text list widgets, such as those in the File selection windows, will scroll the contents of the 
list when rolling the mouse wheel, instead of selecting the previous or next item in the list. 
Error messages describing the case of missing heightmap or terrainmap files are now more 
verbose, with direct recommendations how to deal with the situation. 
The default eye view position on vehicles is no longer “unbuttoned”, but the lowest position 
(which offers the best protection). 
For ultra-wide screen setups with triple monitors, we fixed a scaling issue with tactical map 
displays in 3D vehicle interiors. 
 
All 'advance to', 'retreat to', 'hitch to', 'shoot at' and similar commands will now center the cursor in 
the SB Pro window. This eliminates inadvertent scrolling and might also be more comforta-
ble since there's likely less mouse travel required. 
Also the right mouse button will now cancel any of these 'special' modes ... rather than 
having to press (any) keyboard button, or to click into the status bar (which often enough 
slewed the view). Finally, when in the overhead view, rotating the view (using Shift+right mouse 

button drag) does not cancel whatever command mode is currently selected. 
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Graphics, Audio Settings 
The 'Volumetric Clouds' graphics option now defaults to off. 
A graphics option was added to enable ‘high detail/3d tank tracks’ which will show an ef-
fect on some vehicles - like the M60A3 or the facelifted T-55. 
The black bar at the bottom of the screen will now also be removed when the HUD is disa-
bled (Alt+H) while in the 3D view (hover camera). 
Version 4.0 introduces a new hotkey (Alt+S) bringing up the 'sound configuration' dialog. 
There is also a (rudimentary) 'audio' dialog in the 3D view's 'File' menu allowing the user to 
set the master volume; two commands to increase and reduce the volume are enabled, but 
by default no hotkey is set for them. 
Updated all vehicles so that their engine and movement sounds now fade away at a more 
realistic distance. Their distance now depends on their classification and weight. 

Localization 
Updated Austrian & German strings. Updated various English strings. Updated Danish, 
Finnish, and French strings. Added Greek strings. Updated Russian, Spanish, and Swedish 
strings. 
Russian and Greek localized text should now be displayed correctly. 

File Formats, File locations 
For the initial version 4.0 release the handling of map files and scenario files remains un-
changed (aside from the discontinuation of version 3.0 nav meshes). However, the sched-
uled transition towards high resolution terrain is bound to put an end to these practices. 
The ability to embed heightmaps in scenario files is scheduled for removal in Q1/2017; the 
sheer mass of terrain data no longer makes embedding a viable option. Also the compres-
sion functionality for heightmaps in the Map Editor has already been removed (which seems 
to have been available only for the long discontinued '.raw' heightmap file format anyway). 
AAR files may now exceed 2GByte in size. The new size limit is of rather theoretical nature, 
somewhere in the Exabyte range. 
 
Unit and Callsign Templates have been moved into their own dedicated folders, 'My Unit Templates' 
and 'My Callsign Templates' respectively. The 'common' version of these folders (located in the 
%PROGRAMDATA% hierarchy) is called simply 'Unit Templates' and 'Callsign Templates'. 
These newly created folders will only hold templates created by the user; the ones shipped 
with SB Pro will from now on only be located in the %PROGRAMDATA% hierarchy (see 
above). 
Note that the user's Windows access privileges to the 'common' folders determine whether 
Steel Beasts offers that functionality. For 'unit templates' this may be a bit obscure as the 
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user interface hides most of these details (when loading Steel Beasts the content of 'com-
mon' and 'personal' folders are merged). 
 Entirely new templates are always saved in 'My Unit Templates\Default' 
 When changing or renaming an existing unit template, its location depends on the 

user's access privileges and the original file location.  
o If the original file was located in the 'My Unit Templates' hierarchy, it will always re-

main in that hierarchy.  
o If it was located in the 'Unit Templates' (=shared) hierarchy, it will be copied into the 

'My Unit Templates' hierarchy if the user does not possess sufficient rights to 
change/rename the original file. 

Note that for 'callsign templates', if the user elects to replace the existing files in the 'Unit 

Callsigns' hierarchy, there is no guarantee that the installer will not overwrite them whenever 
an update is being performed!  
Also note that, if the user creates a new scenario, the program will initialize the parties' 
callsign templates from the 'My Callsign Templates' folder with priority, and fall back to the 
(shared) 'Callsign Templates' if the first doesn’t contain the necessary files. 
 
Changes to the Steel Beasts installer: 
 SB Pro will now create 'minidump' data 
 The Windows Start Menu has been rearranged: 

o all but the 'ordinary' Steel Beasts shortcuts have been moved into a 'Troubleshoot-
ing' subfolder of the Steel Beasts menu entry (which will open in Windows Explorer 
so people have an easier time choosing entries) 

o a shortcut to the folder containing the minidumps (which might differ depending 
on Windows version and -settings) has been added to the 'Troubleshooting' folder 

o renamed the web link shortcuts 
o renamed the 'Other Documents' shortcut to 'Documentation'  

Simulation Rules 
When reloading a (ranking) soldier's ammo while inside an IFV, SB Pro also restocks his 
ready ammo - now including AGL and mortar rounds. 
Infantry will use their 'ordinary' binoculars (so no gun sight optics) while riding in vehicles. 
Rain has an effect on the terrain's dustiness, traction, and drag now (read more on the mo-
bility effects in the MAP EDITOR section below). 
Mines that were cleared by engineer troops are now exposed on the map screen as well as 
in addition to the red ground markings. 
The sink-in effect has been reduced for wheeled vehicles. 
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NVG will now double the detection range of AI rather than set a fixed range of 175m. 
When confronted with multiple targets, members of a formation will attempt to choose 
different targets rather than concentrate on one. 

Also, a few minor issues on various ARM files were corrected. 

Vehicle Suspension 
In preparation of high resolution terrain, added code to simulate the behavior of vehicle 
suspension 
For motorbikes the effect of the centrifugal force is the opposite of nonmotorcycle vehicles 
(to simulate the drivers leaning into the turn) 

Ballistics 
The (Steel Beasts-internal) Fire Direction Center will now check an artillery unit's minimum 
engagement range when deciding which battery should service a fire mission. This should 
solve the issue where rocket artillery units were assigned to fire missions outside their 
range envelope. If no other arty units are available, these missions will remain 'Waiting for 

approval'. 
New Munitions 
Added ATGMs 

o AT-10b (Stabber/Arkan+) 
o AT-10c (Stabber/ Arkan+) 
o AT-11b (Svir-M) 

Added ammunition for the BMP-1, T-55, BMP-3: 
o 73mm PG-15 HEAT 
o 73mm PG-15VNT HEAT 
o 73mm OG-15 HE 

o 100mm 3UOF-17 HE-F 
o 100mm 3UOF-19 HE-F 
o 100mm 3UOF-32 HE-F 

Added surface-to-air missiles: 
o RBS-70 Mk.0 
o RBS-70 Mk.1 

o RBS-70 Mk.2 
BOLIDE 

o FIM-92B Stinger 
o SA-9B Strela 

Munitions adjustments 

 Configured the .30-06 LMG round to use a 3D tracer. 
 M240: changed the ROF to be more realistic. 
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 Updated the properties of some RPG rounds; old scenarios featuring the "RPG-7L" 
round are automatically changed to use the "PG-7" now (which has identical properties 
of the old ammunition type). 

 Reduced the HE power of the 20mm DM81 HEI-T and 23mm OZT HEI-T 
 Updated Dragon ATGMs 

o "M47 Dragon" HE value 
o "M47 Dragon II" HE value 
o changed designation to "M47 Dragon III/Superdragon" 
o changed its HE value and its warhead type to 'tandem' 

 Internal changes to the 120mm "DM11 HE-T" 
 Corrected origin of the "M392 APDS-T" round from UK to US 
 Adjust burn time for: 

o AT-2c 
o AT-3d 
o AT-4a 
o AT-4b 
o AT-4c 
o AT-5a 
o AT-5b 

o AT-6 
o AT-7 
o AT-13 
o HOT 2 
o lePzF 
o Milan 2 
o Milan 2T 

o PzF-3 
o PzF-3T 
o S-8D 
o S-8KOM 
o S-8BM 

 Adjusted speed/range/burntime values for FIM-92B and SA-9B. 
 Renamed the Hydra 70 
 Adjusted crosswind drag for L31A7 HESH-T 

3D Projectiles 

 Added the AT-2 Swatter ATGM and 275 HE FFAR ordnance actors. 
 Added new animations to ATGMs AT-3 Sagger, AT-4 Fagot, BILL, Javelin, and 

Spike. 
 Added the Hellfire, Milan, BILL and RBS70 3D missiles. 
 Added the AT-3 Sagger 3D missile. 
 Added the Javelin and Spike-LR 3D missiles. 
 Added 3D ATGMs for TOW-1, ITOW, TOW-2, TOW-2B and improved the existing 

TOW-2A. Also removed some obsolete textures relating to the original TOW-2A. 
 Added Dragon ATGM artwork 
 Added a 3d missile for the 40mm grenade. 
 Added a 3D missile for the 20mm DM63 APDS round. 
 Added a missing TIS texture for the AT-4 Spigot missile. 
 Increased the size of the MG tracers. 
 Changed the TIS tracer image to be brighter. 
 Updated some 3D missiles to use a new tracer mesh, and added a few more. 
 Linked the RU 14.5mm ammo to a 3D tracer. 
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Map Editor 
Added 'style' options to all (scaled) texts displayed on the map screen. The user can 
now specify that the text is displayed either in 'normal', 'bold' (the previously single 
available option), 'italic' or 'bold & italic' styles. 
The resolution of these texts also has been noticeably increased. 

Map Annotations 
It is now possible to add text elements to a terrain map. These text elements will ap-
pear in the Mission Editor for all parties as regular text objects (so they can still be edit-
ed). In addition there is a dialog allowing you to set the default size, color and rotation 
of 'map annotations'. These values are used both when creating new annotations manu-
ally, and when importing them via Shape import. 
Note that currently, Windows-1252 encodings are assumed (with the exception of the 
'Russian' locale). 
Allow to select multiple 'map annotations' when using the Map Editor. 
Hit the 'Escape' key when editing a map’s annotations or mapgraphics text to cancel the 
editing mode. 
A small change was made to the 'text rotation' menus in the Map Editor - if a text is set 
to 'rotate with the graphic' its rotation offset will be reset to 0°. 

Powerlines 
A single power pylon may now connect to multiple wires. This is done by placing multi-
ple (well, up to two at the moment!) pylons at identical map coordinates; upon generat-
ing the map, Steel Beasts will take note of this and connect all wires (up to four - two 
'in', two 'out') to a single pylon. Note that simply having two powerlines cross is not 
enough - two powerline vertices (ie the ones that explicitly place a pylon!) have to be 
used. 
Note that all wires need to be of the same type (ie you cannot put a high-tension and a 
low-tension line on the same pylon) and that the pylon's orientation is not adjusted to 
account for the additional wires that connect to it. 

Area Covers 
There is now an option to cover larger areas with Asphalt, Concrete, or Gravel textures; 
in addition, an area may be created without texture, to show up in the map screen (e.g. 
to denote the boundaries of built-up terrain. These areas may be created manually, or 
imported from Shape files. 
'Area cover' objects can be configured in their color in the map display. Four sliders are 
available to control the red/green/blue color components, plus transparency. The cho-
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sen color may be applied to either the currently selected polygon, or all polygons of the 
currently selected type (ie gravel, concrete, asphalt or 'area'). 

Terrain Themes 
With version 4.0 the “wet” ground conditions option is now enabled. While it’s raining, 
dry ground will make the transition from “dry” mobility parameters to “wet” conditions. 
Ground will absorb water quickly, but dry up very slowly. In other words, the mission 
designer can set weather conditions to make the transition from dry to wet within 
minutes, but not from (fully) wet to dry in an equally short duration. 

High Resolution Heightmaps 
For the initial release of version 4.0 no high resolution maps are available. An update is 
scheduled for Q1/2017 to add this functionality. Some changes made in preparation of 
this update already have an effect however: 

- At the borders of mapped area, the terrain is now mirrored, eliminating the 
need for the (sometimes quite noticeable) elevation transition zones 

Minor Changes, Bugfixes 

 The Map Editor should now 'save to BMP' … again 
 Fixed a bug in the Map Editor where the 'selected road' would not be drawn if the 

user entered the 3D preview (F1) 
 It is now possible to split roads. Mark a road, then hold Alt and click a point to cut 

the road in half. On a selected road, Shift+click creates additional vertices, Ctrl+Click 
removes a node. Shift+Ctrl+click lets you select multiple roads. 

Mission Editor 
Split and Merge 
One major new feature in version 4.0 is the option for splitting scenario files (and 
merging them back together). It is now possible to split an existing “seed” scenario into 
multiple files. These files can be edited independently, and later merged back into the 
final result. This can be a time-saver for the development of large scenarios, as well as 
an option for multiplayer events to hand out a split scenario to each party’s commander 
to develop his battle plan without being able to check out what the other commanders 
are doing. Before the start of the actual exercise the individual parts would then be 
merged back into one common scenario that is then distributed to all clients. 
The scenario must be defined first by setting up the parties, and placing units to each 
party. After saving, split the file into one “*.mastersce” and a number of “*.splitsce” 
files. Hand them out, have them edited, the put them back into one common folder. 
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Load the *.mastersce, then select “merge” to pull all *.splitsce files in. Save it as a new 
scenario file. 
Notice that the original mission designer may impose limits as to what the individual 
parties’ commanders may change. Certain things must remain the same (like time, map, 
or weather conditions), others may not be desirable to be changed (like the force com-
position and artillery support). 
Ctrl+mouse click will immediately open the Mission Editor’s dialog to merge scenarios. 

Weather and Mobility 
Weather settings will now influence the terrain mobility properties by interpolating be-
tween the extreme conditions set in the terrain theme (see Map Editor). The initial pre-
cipitation will prime the water saturation of the ground, where  
 ”no precipitation” means “dry ground”,  
 “extreme” precipitation at mission start sets the ground to fully “wet”, and 
 Intermediate precipitation levels set the starting conditions of the ground to 10%, 

50%, and 75% water saturation respectively. 
 Technically, a fully saturated ground will dry up within four days. For all practical 

considerations in a Steel Beasts scenario, once that the ground is wet it won’t dry 
up in a noticeable manner. 

 “Drizzle” type precipitation will require 150 minutes to change the ground from 
“dry” to 10% water saturation. “Extreme” downpour will wet the ground to 100% 
water saturation within 100 minutes. The other settings will be somewhere in be-
tween. “In between” means that the parameters for ground hardness, traction, re-
sistance, and dustiness will make a transition from the values specified in the ter-
rain theme. Up until now the “wet conditions” never actually had an effect, so it 
may be that legacy scenarios contain values that make little sense but which went 
unnoticed up to now.  
Mission designers are advised to check their old creations and adjust accordingly. 

Sounds 
Scenario Events may now play sound files when the condition is true. Currently only 
WAV files are supported. The sounds will be embedded in the scenario file. The 'event' 
logic window allows playing back a test sound sample for the Mission Designer to com-
pare their custom sound sample’s volume; the volume may require to be adjusted by an 
external program. 

Unit Templates 
Improved the 'unit template' dialog 
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o it will select the just created template if the user creates a new template via the 
map screen 

o it will not automatically change its position back to the center of the screen if it 
was already open when a new template was created 

o it will warn the user if there are unsaved changes in either the template's filename, 
title or description 

Code was added to check against version mismatches with template files. Where in-
compatible files are detected, SB Pro no longer attempts to load them. A warning mes-
sage will be added to the log file. 

Obstacles, Engineers 
Engineer squad units may now clear minefields on foot by using induction coil sweep-
ers. Dashed blue lines will appear on the ground denoting lanes that have been swept; 
red marks will appear where mines have been found. (As a simplification, these mines 
are actually removed right away rather than requiring a dedicated attempt at blowing 
them up with small demolition charges.) Put the engineers on a “breach” route and they 
will sweep the ground. 
A new obstacle type has been added – concertina wire. They can be created in the Mis-
sion Editor, or at runtime by (dismounted) infantry, if vehicles are nearby carrying con-
certina rolls from which to construct the obstacle. No construction animations will be 
shown, the obstacle will automagically appear in phases, as long as there’s sufficient 
supply of concertina rolls; infantry will start with their own vehicle but will also plunder 
units in the vicinity that have more. 
When placing concertina type obstacles (one, two, or three rolls strong) in the Mission 
Editor, note that you can right-click an object to copy and to paste it. Also, mobile 
bridges, minefields, abatis, iso containers and bunkers may now be duplicated by right-
click based copy and paste. 
We rearranged the context menus for obstacles and fortifications to be more consistent. 
It is now possible to place (invisible) command-detonated Claymore fragmentation mines. 
Note the map screen’s display of a rear danger zone, and the trigger cable length of 
only 25m (=command radius). Own infantry must be within that radius … but not too 
close either! It’s probably best to place them behind some cover when claymores are 
being detonated. Claymore explosions require explicit conditions like IEDs and a trigger 
man within (uncomfortably close) range. 

Minor Changes, Bugfixes 
An Option was added to let the mission designer disable the automagical tank clock in 
the player’s 3D view HUD that lets him estimate the direction into which he’s looking. 
Instead the user would be forced at runtime to stop for a moment and press a hotkey 
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for determine the azimuth manually (defaults to ‘K’). After a few seconds the current direction 
in mil is shown at the top of the screen which will fade out if the view is panned too 
much, or if the player starts moving again. 
(Only) Non-vehicle type units may be marked as a ‘High Value Target’ (via right-click). Only 
HVTs will get engaged by (hostile) sniper teams under computer control. 
The 'Operation spawn zone' region's text label is now read-only. 
When creating or saving an operation, Steel Beasts will now automatically create the 
operation's 'save' folder (which also holds the operation's scenarios); you are no longer 
required to do that manually. 
There was a bug in the 'text options' menu that would allow to set the text rotation if 
the text was unscaled and disallow if it was not - which is now inverted, as it should. 
Reduced the default visible range (for newly created scenarios) from 6000m to 3000m 
The 'set look of crew' dialog now allows applying this setting to all formations com-
prised of the vehicles of the same type as is currently edited. Note that this functionality 
is not available for infantry formations since these should be changed via the 'character 
mesh pool' feature instead! 
Improved the 'Camouflage' dialog in the Mission Editor: 

o it will no longer allow the user to close the dialog or switch parties if he configured 
a party to use custom characters … but failed to actually specify any characters 

o it will now warn user trying to switch to a different party without first applying any 
changes he did 
 renamed the 'OK' button to 'Close' 
 the list of characters is now alphabetically sorted 

The 'Set mission date and time' dialog, if displayed in the Mission Editor's 3D preview 
('Alt-S' hotkey) will now indicate whether the light level at the configured start time will 
overload night vision goggles; this dialog is not available while in the map view. 

 Fixed bug related to using or creating scenarios using non-georeferenced maps 
(coordinates displayed were inconsistent between the 'pick map' mode, and those 
possibly referred to in the scenario briefing 

 The Mission Editor's 'extract map' functionality should now extract maps … again 
 There is now a zoom function when selecting the mapped area for a scenario 
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Known Issues 
The LEOPARD 1A5-GE (cast turret) has the 3D interior of the LEOPARD 1A5-DK (welded 
turret). The LEOPARD 2A6-GE has the 3D interior of the LEOPARD 2A5-DK. 
Squint harder! 

The BMP-2’s missile sight cannot be damaged. 
The DRAGON missile gunner shows minor clipping with the missile launcher. 
The Marder’s shot counter doesn’t count shots but displays a static number. Well, it’s 
not like you had to schedule weapon maintenance, anyway. 

For the ERCWS-M some simplifications with respect to focus handling are in place, 
based on the assumption that 'autofocus on/off' is a global, shared setting between 
CDR/GNR panels and day/TI view channels, and that while the autofocus is active, all 
manual focus change is disabled. 

Gloating about Achievements that You May Not Notice 
The Hannover-Weserbergland and Paderborn maps have been updated by our friend 
Michael “Manteuffel” Sielemann. Unfortunately he did not live to see the results of his 
effort in the new terrain engine, but died in early 2016. We will remember him. 
 
Performance improvements could be achieved for "very high number of map objects" 
type scenarios. Still, more work is necessary in this field to handle the ever-growing 
complexity of our terrain databases. 
The recording of AAR 'snapshots' (while the simulation is running) was improved sub-
stantially. Also, AARs now record (tactically relevant) particle locations and vehicle crew 
positions. 

Artwork/Render Engine 
Increased the distance at which 3d volumetric clouds are rendered. 
Adjusted the stamina bar width. 

Day, and Night 
Terrain will now be lit between prior to sunrise (and after sunset). This effect includes 
changes in the sun's color and ambient color of the scene to loosely replicate the ‘gold-
en’ and ‘blue’ hours. 
Moon lighting has been added to night scenery, factoring in the moon's phase to de-
termine brightness. The Milky Way was added to the night sky, as well as a catalog of 
bright stars (down to 11mag). For the eye view only the about 1,000 brightest stars and 
planets will be well visible (or less, depending on visibility settings), binoculars will re-
veal objects down to 6 or 7mag, and image intensifiers will fill the sky with bright dots, 
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making navigation by stars next to impossible. We recommend a setting with low angu-
lar sizes (e.g. 0.2mil; stars are, for all practical matters, POINT light sources), a reason-
ably large pixel diameter (e.g. 4…5), and then an adjustment of the gamma value until 
things look about right. Results will vary from one monitor and graphics driver settings 
to another, so you’ll have to find your personal optimum. 
Note that the sunrise/sunset times do NOT take into account daylight saving time 
shifts. Also, if a map is not properly georeferenced things may be equally off. Otherwise 
the astronomy rendering should be reasonably accurate for practical purposes within a 
combat simulation. 

Particle System 
Version 4.0 comes with an actual, shader based PS. Before that particles were used with 
fixed texture animations. 

 Revised routine that chooses the type of particle effects when a vehicle is de-
stroyed. 

 The muzzle blast will now kick up dust proportional to the ground’s current dusti-
ness value (which may change while it’s raining…) 

Sounds 
Changed the "master volume" sliders in order to reflect human "perceived volume" cor-
rectly, e.g. a setting of 50% will now be perceived as "half as loud" as a 100% setting. 
Vehicle-specific coaxial gun sounds, and vehicle-specific manual turret trav-
erse/elevation sounds have been added. Also, some attenuation is now applied to the 
various 'gunfan' sound samples if the currently occupied crew position is unbuttoned. 
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New/Updated systems with crew positions 
 

ATGMs 
Generally added the ability for ATGM teams to sprint and crawl with their equipment (at 
the cost of faster stamina depletion).  
AT-3 Sagger 

 The sight reticle received an update 

AT-4 Spigot 

 Added a 1.2 second delay between trigger pull and missile launch 
 Fixed a number of bugs in the AT4 reticle. If the (vehicle-mounted) sight is pow-

ered up or the (infantry-carried) sight has its trigger pressed, a projected second 
reticle will appear. 

BILL 

 Added depth of focus for thermal imager 

Javelin 

 Updated sight icons 
 Added depth of focus for thermal imager 

o the WFOV or NFOV icon will start blinking once a focus limit has been reached 
(these will be lit up steadily otherwise). There is no indication of ongoing focus 
changes (other than the sight picture itself). 

Milan 

 Added gunner’s sight (F7… F2) 
 Added depth of focus for thermal imager 

Spike 

 Added depth of focus for thermal imager 
o a little black up/down arrow will indicate that the focus was changed by the 

user (this indication will remain on-screen for 2 seconds after the last input); if 
the focus cannot be changed any further a horizontal line will be drawn across 
the arrow's tip. 
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TOW 

 Added depth of focus for thermal imager 

ASLAV (APC, IFV) 

 Reworked/consolidated the 2d overlays indicating FCS status in low/medium real-
ism modes (as well as in AAR 'gunnery' events in the 'Pro' versions) 

ASCOD Pizarro (IFV) 

 Added 3D crew 
 Added depth of focus for thermal imager 
 Reworked/consolidated the 2d overlays indicating FCS status in low/medium real-

ism modes 

ASCOD Ulan (IFV) 

 Added 3D crew 
 Added depth of focus for thermal imager 

BMP-2 (IFV) 

 Added Commander’s Position (F7) 
 Added Gunner’s Position (F6) 

o Added day sight (F2) 
o Added IR sight (F3) 
o Added missile sight (F4) 
o Added a new hotkey, 'toggle turret speed' (defaults to 'O'), enabling different 

gears/turn rates on both the turret, or the missile sight 
o Added a new hotkey, 'toggle ATGM power' (defaults to 'V'), enabling the launch 

and guidance of missiles 
o Initial range is set to 800m by default 
o To reload a missile, stay unbuttoned and do nothing for a while. The (empty) 

ATGM tube will remain on the launcher until it's being reloaded; you actually 
need not get exposed much while reloading. 

When owning a BMP-2 vehicle and leaving the gunner's position (but staying 
'on' the vehicle), the computer-controlled gunner will not change the ATGM 
power and sight door settings for 60 seconds, allowing the player to return to 
the position and resume a missile engagement. 
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When leaving for another unit however, or as the CDR disabling ATGM power 
(either by clicking the switch in the 3d or using the hotkey), the computer-
controlled gunner will immediately disable the ATGM system … unless there is 
a target to engage, of course 

 Added Driver’s Position (F9) 
 Added Dismount Leader’s Position (F11) 
 Added 3D interior 
 Added 3D crew 
 Added a number of sound samples 
 Added decals for several different nationalities. 
 Updated the exterior model 
 Changed default ATGM to AT-5A. 
 Computer-controlled gunners will now fire longer bursts of 30mm HE 

BTR (APCs) 
BTR-50 

 Improved/utilized the HMG aim pose for the commander 

BTR-50, -60 
BTR-50, -60, -70 

 Added 3D crew 
 Adjusted the troop exits to minimize the chance infantry will exit and run through 

the vehicle 

BTR-60, -70 (new systems) 

 Added textures for several nationalities 

BTR-60, -70, -80 

 Set front driver and CDR doors so that they no longer open because having them 
open was an extreme survivability problem, and would only be opened in non-
tactical situations. As the driver, to see while driving you must now use the vision 
ports, or unbutton. 

BTR-80 

 Added 3D crew 
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Centauro (ASV) 

 Added 3D crew 
 Reworked/consolidated the 2d overlays indicating FCS status in low/medium real-

ism modes 

Centurion (MBT) 
Sho’t Kal (new system) 

 Added Commander’s Position (F7) 
 Added Gunner’s Position (F6) 
 Added a gunnery range scenario 

Challenger-2 (MBT) 

 Added 3D crew 
 Reduced vulnerability against HESH in some places 
 Softened the coxial MG sounds 
 Reworked/consolidated the 2d overlays indicating FCS status in low/medium real-

ism modes 
 Adjusted auxiliary sight reticle 

Cougar MRAP (PMV) 

 Added 3D crew 

CV90 (IFV) 

 Added 3D crew 
 Reworked/consolidated the 2d overlays indicating FCS status in low/medium real-

ism modes 

CV90/30-FI 

 The CV90/30-FI LMG team now carries the PKM by default. 
 Enabled the DOF effect for the VIS screens 
 Added constant auto-focus to the thermal imagers 
 Fixed a bug where the gunsight would be needlessly restricted in the back deck 

clearance area, and a problem where pressing and then releasing the turret emer-
gency button while the gun was over the rear hull would restrict the gunsight until 
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the emergency button would be cycled another time while the gun was not over the 
rear 

 Fixed a bug where GNRs wouldn’t stop firing if the firing rate was set to 'auto'. 

CV90/35: 

 Added constant auto-focus to the thermal imagers 
 In the VIS the reload zones for the main gun ammunition types are now indicated. 
 Chambering a round is from now on only possible if: 

o the palm switch is pressed 
o either CDR or GNR have the electrical safety disabled 
o the driveshaft is inserted 

 Added some 2d overlay indications (displayed on low/medium realism settings) 
indicating the CDR override status as well as (in the case of the CV9035NL) the 
state of the CDR's palm switches 

 Fixed a bug where the IR views were not drawn correctly in the VIS screens 
 Fixed a bug where the ballistics computer would use the currently chambered 

round's ballistic properties even if the crew had coax selected. 
 Fixed a bug preventing the CDR to change the manual range via MFP 
 With power loss to the turret, thermal image displays will now black out 

CV90/35-DK: 

 Changed the initial battlesight ranges in the CV9035DK uniformly to 1000m 
 Focus handling 

o CV9035 (DK): the CDR will control the (shared) TI if overriding 
 Fixed a network related bug with the CDR’s TI's settings; with this change the CDR 

has his own settings that apply whenever he overrides the GNR. Upon returning 
control, the GNRs original settings will be applied 

CV90/35-NL 

 Enabled depth-of-field for the CDR TIS 
 Removed the end of belt stop/warning 
 Focus handling 

o If the CDR looks at the output of 'his own' TI, he will directly control it. If he's 
looking at the GNR's TI, the AI gunner (if present) will act on his input. 

 For the sake of clarity, the CV90/35-NL’s battlesight ranges remain unchanged, 
which were 400m for coax, 1000m for KE, and 800 for HE and ABM projectiles 

 Corrected the IRV screens showing information (BHOT/WHOT; noise) about the 
GNR's TI even if the CDR's should be displayed 
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 The CDR’s peri's parallax is now being compensated when overriding the gunner 
 Fixed a network related bug with the CDR’s TI's settings 
 Fixed a few problems with the CDR's IRV sight showing the wrong image (GNR’s 

rather than CDR’s thermal image) 
 Fixed a bug causing invalid TIS noise levels 

CV90/40-A/B 

 Improved the CV90/40 TIS loop sound 

CV90/40-C 

 Added two new coax sounds samples 
o Updated 3D artwork 
o Updated some sounds  
o Corrected the smoke grenade count to one salvo, and three reloads 

Dingo 2A2 (PMV) (new system) 

 Added Commander’s Position (F7) 
 Added Driver’s Position (F9) 
 Added 3D crew 
 Added Ambulance variant 

Eagle IV (PMV) 

 Added 3D crew 
 The Cdrs tactical display may now only be clicked while displaying the 'map' view 

(no longer while replicating the Lemur video feed) 

FV107 Scimitar (ASV) 

 Added 3D crew 
 Gunner’s Position (F6): 

o Added a new hotkey, 'toggle turret speed' (defaults to 'O'), enabling different 
gears/turn rates; introduced status messages about the change in turret yaw 
speeds 

 Adjusted the recoil strength on Scimitar 
 Improved the band track artwork to avoid clipping in very rough terrain 

FV510 Warrior (IFV) 
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 Added 3D crew 
 Gunner’s Position (F6): 

o Added a new hotkey, 'toggle turret speed' (defaults to 'O'), enabling different 
gears/turn rates; introduced status messages about the change in turret yaw 
speeds 

GTK Boxer (APC) 

 Added 3D crew 

HMMWV 
HMMWV M966 (TOW) 

 Added 3D crew 
 Corrected a clipping issue on the LOD3 

HMMWV M1025 

 Added 3D crew 

HMMWV Avenger (new system) 

 Added Commander’s Position (F7) 
 Added Driver’s Position (F9) 
 Added 3D crew 

IVECO LMV HUSAR (PMV) 

 Added 3D crew 

Leopard 1 (MBT) 

 Added 3D crew 
 Fixed a minor issue with the animation of the commander’s panoramic sight 

Leopard 1A5 

 Focus handling: The Commander will now directly control the gunner's TI in 'KP' 
mode. In this mode the computer-controlled gunner (if present) will act on a hu-
man commander's input (but with a knocked-out gunner nothing will happen). 
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Leopard 2 (MBT) 

 Added 3D crew 

Leopard 2A4: 

 Focus handling: The Commander will now directly control the gunner's TI in 'KW' 
mode. In KH mode the computer-controlled gunner (if present) will act on a hu-
man Commander's input (with a knocked-out gunner nothing will happen). 

 Configured custom internal coax sound samples 

Leopard 2A5/Strv 122 

 Focus handling: The Commander will now directly control the gunner's TI in 'KH-
HZF' modes. In KH mode the computer-controlled gunner (if present) will act on a 
human Commander's input (with a knocked-out gunner nothing will happen). 

 Added the ability to toggle the fuzing of DM11 HE rounds (assuming that the 
vehicles are all fitted with the required electronics, rather than being fitted for); 
default fuze setting is “impact” but can be toggled to “time of flight” for an air-
burst effect 

 Improved the contrast of the rear-driving camera’s dots indicating the vehicle 
width 

 Adjusted commander’s buttoned position to be able to observe through the vi-
sion blocks 

Leopard 2A5-DE 

 Updated roof/interior 3D model 

Leopard 2A5A1-DK 

 Updated roof/interior 3D model 
 Corrected a missing track texture on LOD3. 

Leopard 2A5A2-DK 

 Updated roof/interior 3D model 
 Corrected a missing track texture on LOD3. 

Leopard 2A6 
Leopard 2A6-DE (new system) 
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 Added Commander’s Position (F7) 
 Added Gunner’s Position (F6) 
 Added Driver’s Position (F9) 
 Added the ability to toggle the fuzing of DM11 HE rounds (assuming that the vehi-

cles are all fitted with the required electronics, rather than being fitted for); default 
fuze setting is “impact” but can be toggled to “time of flight” for an airburst effect 

M1 Abrams (MBT) 

 Added 3D crew 
 Reworked/consolidated the 2d overlays indicating FCS status in low/medium real-

ism modes 
 Fixed an issue that caused a strange shadow to appear behind the vehicle when the 

maingun fired. 
 Softened the coxial MG sounds 
 Focus handling: Since the Commander cannot directly control the gunner's TI while 

overriding and looking through the primary sight extension (GPSE, F2) the comput-
er-controlled gunner (if present) will act on a human Commander's input (with a 
knocked-out gunner nothing will happen). 

M1A1(HA) Abrams: 

 Configured custom internal coax sound samples 

M1A2 SEP Abrams: 

 Focus handling: Since the Commander cannot directly control the gunner's TI while 
overriding and looking through the primary sight extension (GPSE, F2) the comput-
er-controlled gunner (if present) will act on a human Commander's input (with a 
knocked-out gunner nothing will happen). In all other view modes the commander 
can of course adjust the CITV’s DOF directly. 

 Fixed bug in the M1A2SEP where the CITV would display the wrong reticle 

M2/M3 Bradley (IFV) 

 Added 3D crew 
 Reworked/consolidated the 2d overlays indicating FCS status in low/medium re-

alism modes 
 Corrected a mixup that let the CDR specify the GNR ammo selection and changed 

the hotkey to select the coax to the 'M' key (it was using the 'End' key before) 
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M60A3-TTS (MBT) 

 Added Commander’s Position (F7) 
 Added Gunner’s Position (F6) 
 Added Driver’s Position (F9) 
 Added a gunnery range scenario 
 Added M60 specific hotkey for putting the stabilization system into standby (V). 
 The commander’s Polarity switch will now toggle polarity even on gunner's sight. 

M113 (APC) 

 Updated default ATGM, RPG, and LMG weapon types 
 Adjusted the commander’s firing and observation heights 
 Some M113s may now be equipped with gun shields and/or cupola. Where this is 

possible, a new submenu "Vehicle specific options", was added to the 'unit' properties 
menu in the Mission Editor 

 Fixed a bug where the 'Suppress here' command would not work reliably 

M113A1: 

 Updated the 3D model including interior 
 Replaced an old IL texture by two new ones 
 Removed optional equipment: MG3; legacy scenarios will auto-convert to cal .50 

M2HB  

M113A2 

 Updated the 3D model including interior 
 Removed optional equipment: MG3; legacy scenarios will auto-convert to cal .50 

M2HB  

M113A2G (new system) 

 Added Commander’s Position (F7) 
o Added optional equipment: MG3 

 Added Driver’s Position (F9) 

M113A3: 

 Updated the 3D model including interior 
 Updated the ambulance’s 3D model 
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 Updated the ambulances map symbol 

M113AS4 

 Fixed problem where the view through the CDR's vision blocks would rotate at 
twice the rate of the vehicle's rotation. 

M113G3: 

 Added 3D crew to TOW variant 
 Updated the 3D model including interior including Engineer and OPMV models 
 Updated the ambulances map symbol 

M113G4 

 Added 3D crew 
 Added simplified 3D interior 
 In the OPMV variant, the vehicle commander may access video feeds from nearby 

UAVs 
 Added an OPMV version that is actually a Forward Observer vehicle and which can 

also dismount an FO team 
 Updated vulnerability definition 

M901 

 Adjusted Desert texture 

M981 

 Removed unused MG ammo for a weapon that isn’t there 

Marder 1A3 (IFV) 

 Added Commander’s Position (F7) 
 Added Gunner’s Position (F6) 
 Added Driver’s Position (F9) 
 Added Squad Leader’s Position (F11) 
 Added 3D crew 
 Added a gunnery range scenario 
 Added new sounds 
 Set reload positions to 
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o AP: 2 o’clock 
o HE: 1:30 o’clock 
o Coax: 10:30 o’clock 

 In medium and low realism levels readouts show the override and palmswitch sta-
tus, as well as informing about the gun's feed state 

 Adjusted vulnerability model 
 Configured custom internal coax sound samples 

NZLAV: 

 Added 3D crew 

Pandur (APC) (new system) 

 Added Commander’s Position (F7) 
 Added Gunner’s Position (F6) 

o Hit (F2) to access the cal .50 gun sight 
o Hit (Q) and (Z) to unbutton/adjust your observation height 

 Added Driver’s Position (F9) 
 Added Squad Leader’s Position (F11) 

Pandur RWS (APC) (new system) 

 Added Commander’s Position (F7) 
 Added Gunner’s Position (F6) 
 Added Driver’s Position (F9) 
 Added Squad Leader’s Position (F11) 

Pinzgauer (light truck) (new system) 

 Added Commander’s/Squad Leader’s Position (F7) 
 Added Driver’s Position (F9) 
 This truck may be equipped with or without tarp cover applied. Open the new sub-

menu "Vehicle specific options" to set the unit's properties in the Mission Editor 

Piranha III (APC) 
Piranha III-C 

 Updated the 3D model 
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Piranha III-C TACP (new system) 

 Added Commander’s Position (F7) 
 Added Gunner’s Position (F6) 
 Added Driver’s Position (F9) 
 This Forward Air Controller vehicle features an optional radio mast that is being 

automatically deployed whenever the vehicle is stationary for more than 60 sec-
onds at a battleposition (with any tactics), has dismounts loaded, and the troop 
hatches open. The computer-controlled driver will refuse to move the vehicle while 
the mast is mounted; a human driver will be able to drive off, but damage the mast 
in the process. The time to (dis)assemble the mast is about 120 seconds; the mast 
itself does not enable any new functionality. 

 Specified the correct elevation profile for the Lemur on the Piranha III TACP version. 
Note that the gun and SGL no-fire-limits are not yet implemented. 

Remote Weapon Stations and Attached Weapons 
ERCWS-M 

 Made the control panel’s 'focus +/-‘ buttons functional 
o Enabled Autofocus (default at mission start) 
o If focus is adjusted manually while autofocus is enabled, autofocus disables 

 Changed the font of ERCWS-M's user interface 
 See the SB Wiki: http://www.steelbeasts.com/sbwiki/index.php?title=ERCWS-M  

Mini-Samson (new system)  
NSVT 

 Mounted NSVT: Corrected the sight reticle based on better documentation 

RG-31 Nyala (MRAP) (new system) 

 Added Commander’s Position (F7) 
 Added Gunner’s Position (F6) 

o By default the Nyala would be equipped with a MiniSamson remote weapon 
station 

 Added Driver’s Position (F9) 
 Added Squad Leader’s Position (F11) 
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SpPz Luchs A2 (ASV) (new system) 

 Added Commander’s Position (F7) 
 Added Gunner’s Position (F6) 
 Added Driver’s Position (F9) (rear driver’s position is an “alternate view”, assuming a 

very long and very flexible neck) 
 Added two dismounts (which is technically one too many, but the rear driver/radio 

operator isn’t implemented as a crew station, and it’s supposed to reflect doctrinal 
use, so…) 

 Added a gunnery range scenario 

T-55A m.1970 (MBT) 

 Added Commander’s Position (F7) 
 Added Gunner’s Position (F6) 
 Added Driver’s Position (F9) 
 Added a gunnery range scenario 
 Updated the 3D model (exterior and interior) 

T-62 m.1972 (MBT) 

 Added 3D crew 
 Corrected field of view of primary sight 
 Updated 3D model 

T-72 (MBT) 

 Added 3D crew 
 Updated 3D model (exterior and interior) 
 Updated vulnerability model 
 The 'arrest gyro' lever may only be clicked if the gunner moves his viewpoint using 

the 'N' key (which is needed anyway to actually see it - left of the GPS housing, be-
tween primary and IR sight). This avoids accidental clicks of this handle (disabling 
stabilization), when trying to toggle the reticle color. 

 Improved text size in the TKN-3 sight reticle 
 Adjusted coax markers in the GNR’s sights 
 The red light at the top of the GNR’s sight only indicates the gun’s loading status, 

no longer coincidence 
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T-72A/M1 

 Fixed a number of interior animations and added sound feedback for a number of 
toggle switches 

T-72B m.1984 

 Added Commander’s Position (F7) 
 Added Gunner’s Position (F6) 

o When dynamic lead damage occurs, the lead calculator will display "-888" 
 Added Driver’s Position (F9) 

T-72B m.1985 (new system) 

 Added Commander’s Position (F7) 
 Added Gunner’s Position (F6) 

o When dynamic lead damage occurs, the lead calculator will display "-888" 
 Added Driver’s Position (F9) 

T-72B1 m.1985 (new system) 

 Added Commander’s Position (F7) 
o While in the TPN-3's sight view, the user can change the selected reticle using 

the 'R' ("Toggle GAS Reticle") key, and modify the superelevation using the "Modify 

GAS range" hotkeys. 
 Added Gunner’s Position (F6) 

o When dynamic lead damage occurs, the lead calculator will display "-888" 
o ballistic solution and lead are being generated up to 4000 meters 

 Added Driver’s Position (F9) 
 Added a gunnery range scenario 
 ERA bricks may get blown off individually 

T-72B1 m.2012 (new system) 

 Added Commander’s Position (F7) 
o While in the TPN-3's sight view, the user can change the selected reticle using 

the 'R' ("Toggle GAS Reticle") key, and modify the superelevation using the "Modify 

GAS range" hotkeys. 
 Added Gunner’s Position (F6) 

o When dynamic lead damage occurs, the lead calculator will display "-888" 
o ballistic solution and lead are being generated up to 4000 meters 

 Added Driver’s Position (F9) 
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 Reduced vulnerability by reducing stowed ammunition 

 “Technical” Trucks 
Technical-T 1.5t/MG 

 Added 3D crew 

Technical-T 1.5t/106mm RR: 

 Adjusted recoil force 

TPz Fuchs (APC) 

 Added 3D crew 
 Commander may now rotate with gun shields 
 Commander is now more likely to use his MG when necessary 

VEC 

 Added Commander’s Position (F7) 
 Added Gunner’s Position (F6) 
 Added Driver’s Position (F9) 
 Added “Squad” Leader’s Position (F11) 

o A somewhat unique solution: Due to their limited transport capacity two VECs 
will dismount a scout section of four; the troops will automatically merge into 
a squad after dismounting, and they split automatically once that the mount 
command is given. VECs always operate in pairs. 

 Added 3D crew. 
 Added option in the Mission Editor configuring the VEC with the main gun's cover 

removed. This is independent from the 'start combat ready' option. 
 Fixed a VEC-related bug that often resulted in ‘network overload’ in network ses-

sions 

Wisent 

 Added 3D crew 
 The Cdrs tactical display may now only be clicked while displaying the 'map' view 

(no longer while replicating the Lemur video feed) 
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Wisent AEV (new system) 

 Added Commander’s Position (F7) 
 Added Gunner’s Position (F6) 
 Added Driver’s Position (F9) 

Wisent ARV 

 Adjusted maximum hitching distance for ARV towing 
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Changes for vehicles without crew positions  
2S1 GVODZIKA 122mm SPH 

 Adjusted recoil force 

2S3 AKATSIYA 152mm SPH 

 Adjusted recoil force 

2S6 Tunguska: 

 Added 3D crew 
 Corrected the ammo count, cutting it by nearly 50% 

AMX-13 light tank 

 Added 3D crew 

APCs 

 APC (in general) have a louder external driving sound 
 Added engineer teams to all engineer vehicles 

BM-21 GRAD 122mm MLRS 

 Added 3D crew 

BMD (IFV) 

 Adjusted the ammo count 

BMP-1 (IFV) 
BMP-1/Ambulance, PRP-3 

 Minor adjustments 
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BMP-3 (IFV) 

 Added 3D crew 
 Adjusted troop dismount composition 

Bushmaster (PMV) 

 Added 3D crew 
 Fixed a bug where the 'Suppress here' command would not work reliably 

Centurion (MBT) 
Mk.5/2 

 Added HMG ammo 

Chieftain (MBT) (new system) 

Dachs AEV (new system) 

 Default configuration is the “excavator”, but can be changed in the Mission Editor 
to the “auger” drill tool (neither is functional at this point) 

Fennek (ASV) 

 Added 3D crew 

FV101 Scorpion 

 Added 3D crew 
 Adjusted recoil force 
 Updated 3D model 

Helicopters, Gunship 
AH-1 Cobra (new system) 
AH-64A Apache 

 Adjusted the default ammo count 
 Updated textures 
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Mi-17 HIP (new system) 
Mi-24 HIND-E 

 Reduced default HMG ammo count to 0. Mission designers may still assign ammu-
nition to it, but without gun ammo its rockets and ATGMs get utilized better 

 Added sniper and ATGM team as default carried infantry. 

Tiger 

 Adjusted the default ammo count 

Helicopters, other 
CH-146 Griffon 

 Updated 3D model 

CH-47 Chinook 
Mi-8 HIP (new system) 

HEMTT cargo trucks 

 Updated 3D model 

Jaguar 1 

 Added 3D crew 

Leclerc (MBT) (new system) 

Leopard 1 (MBT) 
Leopard 1A2, 1V 

 Added 3D crew 

M88A2 (ARV) 

 Added 3D crew 

 Adjusted maximum hitching distance for ARV towing 
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M109A3 155mm SPH: 

 Added 3D crew 
 Adjusted recoil force 

M1064 120mm mortar carrier 

 Updated 3D model 
 Adjusted recoil force 

MICLIC 

 Updated Trailer 3D model; is now wheeled, not tracked 
 In low and medium realism modes status messages inform human commanders 

about the steps required to employ the line charge 
 When in command of a vehicle with MICLIC trailer, be sure to make the crew button 

up before firing the line charge. 

Merkava Mk. 2 (new system) 

PT-76 light amphibious tank 

 Added 3D crew 
 Adjusted recoil force 

T-55 (MBT) 

 Added NKPA texture option 

T-55AM (new system) 
T-55AM2 (new system) 

T-64 (MBT 

 Added 3D crew 
 Adjusted engine sounds 
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T-72M4 (MBT) 

 Added 3D crew 
 Updated vulnerability model 

T-80U (MBT) 

 Added 3D crew 

T-90A (MBT) 

 Added 3D crew 

TAM family 
TAM VC (MBT) (new system) 
TAM VCA (155mm SPH) (new system) 
TAM VCTP (IFV) (new system) 
TAM VCPC (APC) (new system) 

TTB (MBT prototype) (new system) 

Unimog medium transport and utility vehicle 

 Added 3D crew 

Ural-4320: 

 Added 3D crew 

Wiesel 1/TOW missile carrier: 

 Added 3D crew 
 Updated 3D model 

XA-360 (new system) 
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YPR-765: 
YPR-765-PRAT 

 Added 3D crew 

YPR-765-PRI 

 Added 3D crew 

ZSU-23/4: 

 Added 3D crew 
 Minor correction of ammo count 
 Fixed the Heisenbug on the ZSU-23/4 where the ballistic covers for the sights 

would open/close depending on whether the user was observing the vehicle.  

Hey, kids! 
You supported us for ten years with SB Pro PE — thank you so much for that! 

So, we’re giving back ten years of SB Pro PE to you. 
 
Draw (and upload) a cartoon or create a public YouTube video of your favorite drug lord 
(or physicist), a ZSU-23/4, and the uncertainty principle (all in one) to win one of ten one-
year Steel Beasts licenses! 
(Send an email with subject line “Heisenbug challenge” to eSim Games (containing the 
URL to your work) to enter the dorkiest competition ever. Work must be originally yours, 
the competition is limited to 10 licenses, and one per participant. We’ll announce the win-
ners around Halloween 2016, non-winners may still receive a treat. 
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Minor non-vehicle changes 

 Russian vehicle (and missile) names were standardized in an attempt to provide 
both Russian and NATO designations. 

 Added or updated 3D artwork 
o Added small (30m) minaret, and a mosque 
o Added lots of African huts 
o Added lots of African characters 
o Added a few Indian and other Asian huts 
o Added small monuments typical for Alpine landscapes 
o Added a gas station (3 elements – billboard, pump, shop) 
o Added a cellphone tower mast 
o Added a biogas dome and a number of smaller oil storage facilities 
o Added a radio relay mast 
o Added more smoke stack models; a random number of them will emit smoke 
o Added (military) tents, watchtower 
o Added two historical (tower, and smock) windmills 
o Added smaller (electrical) windmill 

 Computer-controlled vehicle commanders should be less eager to initiate (unnec-
essary) ammo transfers (e.g. after loading the first round into the gun at mission 
start – a move so smart and impractical that only a computer would do this) 
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Bug fixes without database entry 
Only about a third of all entries will be listed here for the sake of clarity and brevity, as 
unlikely as this may sound: 

 Corrected an issue that caused a missing texture on various vehicle interior 
gun sight lenses. 

 Reversed the faces on the FO binoculars so they no longer are inside out. 
 Fixed a problem causing a waypoint symbol not to be properly drawn in the 

map screen. This would happen if an infantry formation located at this way-
point would be instructed to mount a vehicle. 

 While using the 'FO binoculars' unbuttoned from a vehicle you will now hear 
the vehicle's outside sounds 

 Fixed a problem in the conditions window where one could not iterate over the 
waypoints in the condition properties for a few condition types 

 Fixed problem where in scenarios that had been created and saved without the 
mission designer ever entering the 3D preview, the LOS slider would not func-
tion in the planning phase (until you actually entered the preview) 

 Fixed bugs related to Plan files: 
o The Red party briefing should now be reliably displayed when choosing a 

scenario in the ’Host Session’ menu. 
o Fixed a bug that occasionally crashed Steel Beasts while saving a PLN file. 
o Fixed a versioning bug when loading a PLN file for the right SCE file, but 

from a different Steel Beasts version 
 Fixed a bug that would cause 'pool units' intended to be unarmed to be toting 

guns 
 Slightly rearranged the 'Hotkey' dialog so that widgets do not overlap 
 Rearranged the RPG ammunition types in the 'Ammunition selection' dialog 

box to be more intuitive 
 With this change, 'floating' guns in the AAR phase should be a thing of the 

past. 
Note that whenever a turret 'pops', any attached guns will stop being rendered, 
the assumption being that they were ripped off. 

 Fixed a potential crash bug related to Operations 
 Fixed six unspecified crash bugs 
 Fixed two crash bugs hidden in the crew collision detection routines 
 Fixed a crash bug that could occur when playing a scenario in test mode 
 Fixed a crash bug that could occur when replaying a scenario in test mode 
 Fixed a crash bug that could occur when exiting from viewing a 3D scene too 

fast to the Main Menu 
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 Fixed a crash bug that could occur if a scenario had vehicle emplacements 
 Fixed a crash bug that could occur when extracting a TER map from a scenario 
 Fixed a crash bug that could occur when medics behaved (not at the keyboard, 

just in the scenario) 
 Fixed a possible memory corruption when loading ‘in-progress’ saved scenario 

files 
 Fixed a possible memory corruption when deleting waypoints in the map 

screen 
 Fixed another bug when handling ‘in-progress’ saves based on scenario files 

created by older SB Pro versions 
 Fixed a bug that made IEDs and Claymore mines non-deployable 
 Fixed bug that lead to target panels not being recognized as such, which lead 

to: 
o hits on them would be counted as fratricides 
o the number of shots on target would be incremented 
o hits by small-calibre weapons on a target panel would not be logged in the 

AAR 
 Fixed a bug preventing removal of target reference point panels from the 3d 

world (if edited in the Mission Editor). 
 Fixed a bug preventing CDRs of personnel carriers with autocannon (e.g. 

NZLAV) to fire their HMGs 
 Reference points created in the Mission Editor as deployable will now remain 

deployable in network sessions after having been moved once. 
 Fixed an issue that created a “stutter” after 15 minutes into a game session 
 Fixed a bug with the Lemur in network sessions, where activating the 'IRV Auto' 

function might not have worked correctly. 
 Map graphics should be sent out to connect clients even more reliably 
 The complete neutralization (gotta love military euphemisms) of an infantry 

unit by HE or artillery will now be recorded in the AAR, and not when there’s 
exactly one guy left 

 Fixed a problem in network sessions where HE missile explosions might not 
always occur in the right location 

 Reduced unit warping in network sessions substantially. Minor twitching may 
still occur due to network latency 
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Resolved Bugzilla entries

Bug description is listed only if the bug was already in version 3.028 or if the change is

relevant because ofuser interface changes:

o Fixed bug #551; the computer-controlled gunner will now properly scan a 30' arc in the selected direction for up to 60
seconds, acquire targets, and engage them

r Fixed bug #980; MICLIC trailers may now be reloaded in the vicinity of supply trucks. Reloading takes 20 minutes

o Fixed bug #1669; in the 'terrain detail' dialog the host may change seftings in the Assembly Hall; after that the
settings remain fixed for the duration of the nelwork session

r Fixed bug #2023; the CV90/30-F| infantry team leader may now "stick his head out" while mounted

e Fixed bug #2106; from a stationary vehicle mounted troops will now engage targets out to the max range of whatever
ammunition they are using.

o Fixed bug#2212; added sounds to deal with the"silent skidding" problem

r Fixed bug #2302

o Fixed bug #2395; mapped the Challenger-2's thermal sight view to ALT+F2 for overall consistency reasons

o Fixed bugs #2567, #3183

o Fixed bugs #3276, #4230; hits with certain ATGM missiles were not properly recorded on the gunnery range

o Fixed bug #3279; computer-controlled GNRs shall now follow the order to engage with coax

o Fixed bug #3390; created new reticle for AT-3 Sagger ATGM

o Fixed bug #3419

o Fixed bug #3438; computer-controlled crew are now more willing to engage enemy infantry with HE autocannon fire

r Fixed bug #3530

o Fixed bug #3546; mounted infantry has been retrained to be more trigger-happy

r Fixed bug #3619; sent computer-controlled crew to a psychologist to reduce their fixation on enemy infantry

r Fixed bug #3641

o Fixed bug #3679; damaging a vehicle's main gun will no longer cause sympathetic strikes by the Labor Union of
Attached Guns

o Fixed bug #3716; inside of vehicle interiors, activating NVGs no longer applies only to the outside world

o Fixed bugs #3730, #3731

o Fixed bug #3741; sent a memo to selected NVGs that they are, in fact, color blind

o Fixed bug #3744; Cyrillic font galore in Russian reticles

o Fixed bug #3758

o Fixed bug #3799; password protection per party re-paired. Be the third, seventh, or ninth reader to spot this message
and send an email with subiect line "Alliteration fail" to Comments (at eSimGames.com) to receive a free upgrade li-
cense

o Fixed bug #380 1 ; told the M142 commande/s stadia reticle to behave properly in the presence of an all-human crew

r Fixed bug #3812; kindly asked Gandalf to knock it off and let infantry finally pass through hedges and other obstacles
that aren't intended to actually be any obstacles even though they look a lot like them

o Fixed bug #3869
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Fixed bug #3878; when browsing MR files the corresponding screen will now also show the Mission End Time. Note
that this is not necessarily to'actual time played' (ie without planning phase and without pauses) since the mission
time may not have been 0 by the time the mission started - it usually is a good indicator though.

Fixed bug #3900; Both T-55 and T-62 may now be operated in emergency mode, which is powered unstabilized AZ,
manual EL - no matter how unlikely it may be to suffer enough damage in battle but still survive to keep fighting

Fixed bug #3928

Fixed bug #3930; (only) the M901 ITOW will now feature two magnification levels for its daylight channel

Fixed bugs #3938, #3939, #3940, #3943 #3945, #3948

Fixed bug #3950; infantry was told to knock it off with their flickering and erratic behavror when manually controlled in
Network Sessions.They still are total goo/balls at times, though.

Fixed bugs #3954, #3955, #3961

Fixed bug #3968; some 'pool units' have been allowed to jump back into the basin if they can't holdil (ewwww ... )

Fixed bug #3971; once the CDR is unbuttoned, the view will now stay relative to the vehicle hull (rather than the turret)
to help reduce motion sickness when using TracklR

Fixed bug #3972; changed the CV90/35 reload zone for the KETF feed to (about) 8:30

Fixed bug #3973; encouraged infantry mortars to fire more than once

Fixed bug #3978

Fixed bug #3989; some artillery missions that were lost between host and client have been found. The owner is kindly
asked to pick them up at the reception desk.

Fixed bug #3996; helped with the premature ejection problems of some Russian missiles

Fixed bugs #4008, #4010

Fixed bug #4013; Helicopters with starting positions over water bodies will no longer crash when a client visits them

Fixed bugs #40 1 5, #40 1 6, #40 17, #4023, #4027, #4029

Fixed bug 114032; disabling the GPS on a Leo 2 will no longer cause esoteric coordinated displayed in the 3D view

Fixed bug ff4034; another haltassed compromise that will earn us a warm place in engineer hell. Be the sixth or 13h
smartass to send an email with subject line I AM THE GOD 0F HELLFIRE to Arthur.Brown@eSimGames.com to win
a free upgrade license!

Fixed bugs #4039, #4040

Fixed bug 114041; changing a party's camouflage scheme shall now be immediately reflected in the 3d preview

Fixed bug {14042, infantry weapon teams should look better now when packing/unpacking their guns (oh my, this

sounds ... wrong), occasionally using the prone setup (not the one.from the Kama Sutra)

Fixed bug {14044; surrendering weapons teams will now also discard attached guns and equipment

Fixed bug ft4046

Fixed bugs #4048,#4052

Fixed bug i14058; you may no longer destroy units from the repair menu, or something

Fixed bug 114059; selected ammunition types will now feature green tracers, regardless of the 'party' that is employing
them

Fixed bug f14061; fixed something with the CV90/30 CDR's M sight reticle movement while using a joystick

Fixed bug 114063; when selecting a mix of unit types, the "lowest common denominatol' will now be shown rather than
no context menu at all. Notable exceptions are all mapgraphics like minefields, obstacles etc. - just don't pick them.

Fixed bug 114066

Fixed bug 114072; set a lower limit to the " 'pick map' area" size when selecting it in the Mission Editor
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Fixed bug 114073; something obscure, related to bug #4080

Fixed bugs #407 4, #40801#4192, #4082, #4087

Fixed bug f14094; infantry may now switch to Suppress mode even if already in Shoot At Unit mode

Fixed bugs 1t4095, #4096 #4098,#4102,#4114

Fixed bug ll41 16; helicopters have been assured that when flying on a route they no longer need to respond to a Z
command wrth "hove/'; saying "NOE" means NOE

Fixed bug f14120; default infantry quality is now "C" for Conscript rather than "A" for A-lite (groun)

Fixed bugs #4121, #4122, #4123

Fixed bug 114131; prone infantry may now still fire their RPGs

Fixed bug f14132

Fixed bug fi4134; infantry in buildings have been encouraged to fire at enemy

Fixed bug t14135

Fixed bug #4136; no more Moon shots after loading, on alll'72s

Fixed bugs #4142,#4149

Fixed bug 114153; computer-controlled units are no longer nighlblind despite being issued NVG or thermals.
When under attack, and no target is currently engaged, the CDR will also have the GNR search in the direction of po-
tential threats. In addition, the computer-controlled CDR's ability to listen is no longer impaired by limited bad visibility.
The unit may not engage immediately, but will focus its attention in the direction of the noise

Fixed bugs *14154, #4158, #4159, #4160

Fixed bug #4163; told the T-72's ammunition selector switch in no uncertain terms to stop making those silly and very

annoying sounds. ?"le neighbors already gave us strange looks.

Fixed bugs #41 64, #41 66, #4167 l#4152, #4169, #417 1, #417 6, #4181' #41 86 #4 1 94

Fixed bug 114196; reminded the'Ghoose party'selector that it's working in the service industry and MUST show up at
all multiplayer parties. lt's part of the 1ob.

Fixed bug #4200; supply helicopters must be stationary and no more that 2m AGL in order to render supply service

Fixed bug #4203/#4608

Fixed bug f14206; infantry - both engineers and regular infantry - will not walk right through the wire obstacle when
breaching. Instead, they will stop and actually work while the breaching is going on. Once the wire is breached and
removed, they will continue to move on their route.

Fixed bugs 114207,#4208,#4209,#4217,#4218,#4219,#4225,#4227,#4229,#4235,#4239,#4242,#4244,#4245,
#4249, #4250, #4252, #4254, #4256, #4259

Fixed bug i4260; the 'Shoot at unit" command should now be less frustrating; it will no longer "execute" unless you

actually clicked on a valid target

Fixed bugs 114262, #4263, #4265,#4266, #4269,#4270, #4272

Fixed bug 114274: remoued the end of belt stop/warning for the CV90/35-NL

Fixed bug f14277

Fixed bug #4281; when picking a non-crewable unit in the Assembly Hall you will now still gain ownership

Fixed bugs #4282,#4283,#4284,#4285,#4289,#4290,#4291,#4295,#4296.#4298

Fixed bug #4301; it's now possible to pick the Troops - Dismount, if... command when picking multiple units

Fixed bug i14302; Spawn, if... conditions that were set to multiple units at once are no longer erased when re-visiting
the conditions for one of the units
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o Fixed bugs it4303, #4305, #4308, *14309. Send an emailwith subject line "GRAMPS" to
Elena.3700g@esimGames.com and be the fourth, eighth, or 16s to win a free upgrade license

r Fixed bug #4310; retrained the computer-controlled GNR to stop traversing during the CDR's HMG engagements

o Fixed bug #4319

o Fixed "crew issue #4321" rrvith 3.5t Truck ZU-23l2

r Fixed bug #4323

o Fixed bug #4325; M1A2 Tank Range got a briefing

o Fixed bugt4327, "WIRE STRANGNESS" has been told to be less"strang"

o Fixed bugs #4328, #4329,#4332

r Unbroke CR2 TOGS, thereby fixing bug #4333

o Fixed bugs f14334, #4340t#4487,#4344,#4345,#4350, #4358 #4363, #4364 #4367, #4369, #4383, #4388, #4398,
#4399, #440 1, #4 407, #4 408, #44 10, #441 4, #44 19, #4 424

o Fixed bugfA427 , in the session host's list of connected clients those who haven't clicked the 'Ready' button yet will
be listed in red text. Note that this list does not update dynamically; to update the status reopen the list

o Fixed bugs #4428, f4436

r Fixed bug #4438 by somehow improving the'New unit'dialog

e Fixed bugs 114444, #4447,#4450

o A "strange road issue" was made less strange, thereby less of an issue, thereby fixing bugfA452

o Fixed bugs ft4457, #4464,#4468,#4469,#4473,#4493,#4494,#4501,#4502'#4503

o Fixed bug tt4506; TOW vehicles will now resume scanning after reload/engagement

o Fixed bugs f14508, #4511,#4512,#4514,#4516,#4519,#4520,#4524,#4527, #4528, #4530, #4532, #4533, #4539,
#4543

o Fixed bug #4545; slewing a gun (or FO binoculars) while inside a building will no longer cause the soldiers to change
their firing positions. lf you want to do that you must press the'battle position' hotkey again, or use the map screen

o Fixed bugs f14547, #4555, #4556, #4558 #4561, #4564, #4566, #4568

o Fixed bug #4570; when joining a mission in progress connected clients can no longer un-pause the session

r Fixed bugtt4572; using the'Shoot at unit'command could result in a crash; hopefully no longer

o Fixed bugs f14574, #4575,#4576,#4577,#4579

r Fixed bug i14581; you may no longer delete mobile bridges in planning or execution phases (it is now possible only in
the Missi-on Editor). In addition a few problems were fixed to allow the scenario designer to move mobile bridges while
testing a scenario

o Fixed bug #4584 by resolving an ownership conflict in network sessions when two users were assigned to the same
olatoon in the Assemblv Hall

o Fixed bug #4587

o Fixed bug t14589; AAR files may now exceed 2GByte in size. The new size limit is of rather theoretical nature, some-
where in the Exabyte range

o Fixed bug fi4590

o Fixed bug f14591; created a hotkey for the 'Shoot at unit' command (T)
Note thaithis will only work for the currently 'active' (ie occupied) unit - for example, it is not possible for a user follow-
ing team 'A to order team 'B' to fire at a given unit uth fhis hotkey; ll is however very much possible to do this via the
tactical icons in the eYe view.
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PE 4.0 Release Notes

 Fixed bugs #4595/#4586/#4597/#4390, #4599, #4600, #4602, #4603, #4604, #4605, #4607, #4609, #4612, #4614, 
#4616, #4618, #4624, #4625, #4629 

 Fixed bug #4631 by adding stadia lines to the M113 FO CDR’s binoculars 

 Fixed bug #4634 

 Fixed bug #4637; the command to 'Suppress here', issued to mounted infantry, will only be carried out by those sol-
diers in whose arc of fire the target area is – rather than total mayhem with everybody shooting like a certain, very 
special force. Speaking of which, to win an upgrade license, be the fifth or tenth to send an email to 
Whoops.Apocalypse@eSimGames.com revealing which pixie type is most dangerous, or how countless profitable 
jobs were created. Knowledge is power! 

 Just in case you were wondering what took us so bloody long, the team fixed #4641, #4642, #4644, #4645, #4647, 
#4649. #4652, #4653, #4654, #4656, #4658, #4661, #4666, #4667, #4668, #4673, #4674, #4675, #4676, #4682, 
#4683, #4684, #4686, #4688, #4689, #4697, #4700, #4713/#4714, #4716, #4724, #4735, #4736, and #4739 at the 
eleventh hour. 
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